There are many ways to consume your marijuana, but there’s a new method that’s been growing in popularity over the past few years. It’s called dabbing, and in some places it’s even more common than traditional methods such as vaping or smoking. Dabbing is very similar to vaporizing more than it is to smoking the old fashioned way. It can seem a bit complicated to newbies. That’s why this book was written for those newbies and intermediate users who want to know more or just want a good reference guide to have. Definitely, one of the best substances for recreational purposes available today, marijuana is available in numerous strengths, forms, and types. Not only that but it can also be consumed in different manners, giving you the choice and opportunity to really enjoy its psychoactive properties to the fullest extent. In this book, you should have a thorough knowledge of marijuana and how to enjoy it using different methods. Focusing later on with dabbing, this book teaches you how to enjoy cannabis in its newest format: wax concentrates. By the end of the book, you should be more than ready to get started for an enjoyable and safe use of this substance!

In 2016 alone there have already been more than 50 legislative initiatives around the country aimed at legalizing or decriminalizing medical or recreational marijuana. Oregon, Alaska, Washington state, Washington, D.C., and Colorado have already legalized recreational, as well as medical, marijuana for adults (but in D.C., it still isn’t legal to buy). Also, 20 more states have legalized medical marijuana: Arizona, California, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Illinois, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Vermont. The Federal Policy still haven’t changed for marijuana, though the Office of National Drug Control Policy notes that "these state marijuana laws do not change the fact that using marijuana continues to be an offense under federal law." Here is small preview of what you will learn...

Basics of Marijuana
Different Types of Buds and Marijuana
Different Varieties of Cannabis Oil
Consuming Methods
Why Dab? Benefits of Dabbing
Getting Started and How To clean

So what are you waiting for? Download your copy today! Check us out at SmokingDab.com
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Honestly, who doesn't smoke? I literally see almost 3 out of 5 people smoking something. The new vapes, a cigarette, even blunts. That's all you hear, "yo, let's lit.' A good useful book to have especially for those newbies that think they know everything, and can't even tell me the difference from good or bad weed to shatter or crumble. Some of this stuff you'd know from experience and I could probably find half of this in the book online. But, who wants to do a whole bunch of research when you can just buy the book that has it all right there for me!

More and more people I know are getting into dabs. I am just learning myself and I didn't know all the different varieties. I am going to tell my friend about the shatter. He calls it wax and I think it is more of the BHO that he does. I've heard that the BHO's are the worse of the types because it has more butane. The free book in the back was informational and I found it helpful for a starter. From methods, to varieties, to dabing, smoking, and even some cleaning this book definitely covers the basics.

Marijuana has changed so much since I was young. Now electric products and stronger hits, from
portable machines like the pen it mentions, to high concentrated hits. This book has a lot of good info to anybody that is new to all of this. I learned a lot from reading this book, the easy cleaning method mentioned in the book is also good to use for regular bongs with marijuana residue not just oil. A good basic book, I wish it had some pictures though.

I found this book to be very informational. I donâ€™t know much about the subject but the author seemed to be very spot on with details. Spelling was good compared to some authors ive seen. I just recently got my marijuana card and found this book helpful in making my life easier on deciding whatâ€™s better for me. I donâ€™t want to just do trial and error which I may have to. Really deciding on getting the gpen, but this book has made it a bit easier in my decision making on which route I will be choosing for my cannabis needs. 5 star from me.

Dabbing is definitely a lot stronger, I took my first hit of wax last year and I loved it ever since. I bought this book for my brother he loves to read and smokes way too much. He was raving on how good it was, very simple instructions on how to dab. Even simpler instructions on cleaning process, and even different varieties of weed and wax. For those newbies in both try this book out, but for those who already have years of experience on weed and wax, then skip this, unless you donâ€™t mind maybe learning a couple new things.

I found a lot of good tips and info in this book. From advice on how to properly smoke, to even cleaning my bong. This book was very educational to someone like me that barely knows anything. I bought this book for my mom. She was asking about the different ways to smoke she has been smoking for over 20 + years and thinks consuming a smaller dose of a higher concentrate would be better for her to manage. Did not find any other book to be as helpful as this one.

This book is a must read. Marijuana is about to become legal in a few more states this year. I didnâ€™t even know how many states are already making the change. Itâ€™s like the norm now. Itâ€™s either they drink or smoke, or both. The college I was attending was basically a party college and thatâ€™s all I did. Weed is not as bad as people who donâ€™t smoke say it is. Any beginner should get this book. It talks about everything from marijuana to cannabis oils, to methods to consume, to different varieties. The author puts in very good tips for someone starting out.

I thought dabbing was a new dance move I seen on tv, then I also heard dabbing was a way of life,
or åœswaggerå • some rapper was talking about, now I see it referenced in this book. Kind of funny how our generation can use one word and make it mean 5 different things. I just started dabbing last week, definitely a better high for me. The part about using salt to help agitate the wax from the rig was very good. I have only been doing the BHO but Iâ€™m going to grab all new concentrates next week to try. Good book to have.
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